POWER SYSTEM PROTECTION
OVERVIEW
The main philosophy about protection is that no protection of power system can prevent the flow of fault current
through the system, it only can prevent the continuation of flowing of fault current by quickly disconnect the short
circuit path from the system. For satisfying this quick disconnection the protection relays should have following
functional requirements. It also covers principles of various power system protection relays and schemes including
special power system protection schemes like differential relays, restricted earth fault protection, directional relays
and distance relays etc. The details of transformer protection, generator protection, transmission line protection &
protection of capacitor banks are also given. It covers almost everything about protection of power system. instrument
transformers like current transformer testing voltage or potential transformer testing and associated protection relay
are explained in detail
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 Overcurrent Protection
 Short Circuit Analysis
 Earth Fault Protection
 Synchro Check Relay

If you have any enquiries, please contact:
+60 (3) 5621 3630 or email:
info@comfori.com

